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DART 

 

DART is a specialist tape cataloguing and restoration system that works without 
needing any of the original hardware, software or infrastructure that created the tapes. 

It means that in an eDiscovery event, access to eMail, Voice Calls, Instant Messages 
and other data can quickly and cost effectively be provided. 

The output from DART is data in the native format as it was at the point it was copied 
to the tape so can quickly and efficiently be loaded into any review or processing 
platform. 

DART can process virtually any tape of any backup format which means you do not 
need to rely on the IT Department knowing anything about the tapes or having the 
equipment or skills to process them. 

Developed in the UK and wholly owned by IDATS the system is highly scalable and 
can quickly be configured to cater for very large numbers of tapes. 

Operating without the native software means DART has a number of features not 
available to that software which allows tapes to more quickly be selected, tapes to be 
restored in parallel and only required data be landed, saving time and money 
throughout the tape processing phase. 

Insurgo maintains a huge collection of tape drives of virtually every type ever 
manufactured along with libraries and other automation devices to ensure that any 
size project can be delivered with complete efficiency. 

The  range of DART deployment options includes processing at our UK facility, on-site 
anywhere in the world with work being done by our Technical Specialists, work done 
on-site by your team or that of a client or we can provide a licence for DART to allow 
you to fulfil the project directly. 

A partner programme is in place to licence DART, allowing you to fully support tape-
centric projects directly with the full support of the IDATS and Insurgo teams. 

 
 

  


